VAUGHAN
Vaughan, one of the world’s most renowned designers
and manufacturers of decorative lighting, furniture and
accessories, is delighted to be exhibiting at The Architectural
Digest Design Show for the second year. The booth features
Vaughan classics alongside new additions to the collection.
Exciting new products include contemporary ceramic table
lamps. The Longton Faceted Table Lamp has a fettled
earthenware column which is finished with a white satin glaze.
The Lockton Table Lamp has hand applied ‘sprigging’ which
is a skilled pottery technique for separately applying formed
clay blocks onto the main body. Both are part of a collection
of five new lamps made in the world famous Stoke on Trent
pottery studios in the UK. Designed by Vaughan’s in-house
studio.
The new Stepney Pendant Light, features a simply elegant
hand blown inverted tulip shaped glass shade. It is made
from cast brass components with a bronze finish and a fixed
rod. Available in a bronze or brass finish.

Above: Carisbrooke Lantern, CL0227.BR
Below: Stepney Pendant Light, CL0241.BZ

Look for Vaughan’s new Carisbrooke Lantern and the
timeless Colombier Chandeliers presented in the show’s
entry way. The Carisbrooke makes a large scale statement
as the newest addition to the leaf motif designs that have
become a defining style in the Vaughan offering. Featuring
sculpted cast brass leaves, silver-soldered and interspersed
on the intricately mottled brass tubing frame. Designed by
Vaughan’s in-house studio.
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About Vaughan
Since 1983, Vaughan has been supplying the world’s most beautiful homes, boutique hotels, restaurants and galleries with top
quality, classic and contemporary lighting, furniture and textiles. Founders, artist-designer couple, Michael and Lucy Vaughan,
bring their artistic eye, discerning sense of style and meticulous attention to detail to the heart of the company. Their artist-led
philosophy provides direction and guidance to their in-house design studio, where every new product is designed exclusively.
Traditional and authentic manufacturing methods are used and products are nearly always made, assembled, or finished in
the UK. Using the finest materials, such as solid cast brass, even when plating with chrome or nickel, their Hampshire factory
employs an outstanding team of engineers, craftspeople and skilled workers to ensure exemplary standards of production.
Vaughan calls upon a selection of the best independent craft experts, from blacksmiths to makers of handblown crystal and
embroidery.
Whilst Vaughan’s flagships are in London and New York, their products can be found on display in design centers around the US
and many parts of the world.
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